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Abstract. Histopathological analysis and in vivo optical spectroscopy
were used to discriminate several histological stages of UV-irradiated
mouse skin. At different times throughout the 30-week irradiation,
autofluorescence �AF� and diffuse reflectance �DR� spectra were ac-
quired in a bimodal approach. Then skin was sampled and processed
to be classified, according to morphological criteria, into four histo-
logical categories: normal, and three types of hyperplasia �compensa-
tory, atypical, and dysplastic�. After extracting spectral characteristics,
principal component analysis �data reduction� and the k-nearest
neighbor classifying method were applied to compare diagnostic per-
formances of monoexcitation AF �based on each of the seven excita-
tion wavelengths: 360, 368, 390, 400, 410, 420, and 430 nm�, mul-
tiexcitation AF �combining the seven excitation wavelengths�, DR,
and bimodal spectroscopies. Visible wavelengths are the most sensi-
tive ones to discriminate compensatory from precancerous �atypical
and dysplastic� states. Multiexcitation AF provides an average
6-percentage-point increased sensitivity compared to the best scores
obtained with monoexcitation AF for all pairs of tissue categories.
Bimodality results in a 4-percentage-point increase of specificity when
discriminating the three types of hyperplasia. Thus, bimodal spectros-
copy appears to be a promising tool to discriminate benign from pre-
cancerous stages; clinical investigations should be carried out to con-
firm these results. © 2009 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers.
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Introduction

kin cancer is the most prevalent cancer among fair-skinned
opulations.1 Two main types of skin cancerous lesions origi-
ate from cells found in the epidermis �the skin epithelium�:
eratinocytic tumors and melanocytic tumors.2 The former
ype of lesion is the most common one, and among this type,
quamous cell carcinoma �SCC� is the most dangerous cancer
ecause it metastasizes in up to 7.4% of cases.3 The best
hance to fully cure SCC is to excise the tumor during its first
tages of development before dermis invasion, where the vas-
ularization network starts. The so-called “first stages” in-
lude precancerous �e.g., actinic keratosis� and in situ �e.g.,
owen’s disease� stages. Thus, detecting these early stages is
f paramount interest for clinical diagnosis. Ideally, this de-

ddress all correspondence to: Walter C. P. M. Blondel, PhD, Centre de Recher-
he en Automatique de Nancy, CRAN UMR 7039 CNRS-Nancy University, 2
venue de la Forêt de Haye, 54516 Vandoeuvre-les-Nancy, France. Tel:
33383595638; Fax: +33383595644; E-mail: walter.blondel@ensem.inpl-
ancy.fr.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
tection would be as specific and sensitive as possible. A sur-
vey of general practioners found that 30% had no confidence
in correctly triaging skin lesions; 22% of cancers would not
have been biopsied or referred, while benign lesions would
have been wrongly biopsied or referred 34% of the time.4

False-negative diagnoses may result in further growth of a
lesion, making it too extensive for surgical resection. A de-
layed diagnosis may even allow for metastasis to occur, pos-
sibly with fatal consequences. False-positive diagnoses result
in unnecessary procedures, patient inconvenience and stress,
increased morbidity, and substantial additional costs.4

Several diagnostic techniques are currently under study
�biopsy techniques, molecular markers, ultrasonography, con-
focal microscopy, spectroscopy, fluorescence imaging, electri-
cal impedance, etc.�, but the noninvasive techniques are par-
ticularly well adapted to everyday clinical practice since they
give the clinician a chance to follow the evolution of lesions
and give immediate information. Among them, dermoscopy is

1083-3668/2009/14�1�/014011/14/$25.00 © 2009 SPIE
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he most widespread technique in everyday practice. In der-
oscopy, the lesion is examined with a 10� to 100� magni-
cation lens placed directly against skin to which immersion
il has been applied for index matching. However, dermos-
opy of keratinocytic lesions is still in its infancy, because no
onsensus regarding diagnostic criteria has been established.1

urthermore, such a technique is still based on visual appre-
iation, and therefore depends on the physician’s personnal
xperience. That is why in vivo optical spectroscopy �also
alled “optical biopsy”� is a potentially helpful technique be-
ause it may provide physicians with quantitative, i.e., more
bjective, criteria. To assess spectroscopy’s ability to detect in
ivo precancerous skin stages, the entire carcinogenesis in an
nimal model must be followed because it is the only way to
btain tissue sampling from each carcinogenesis stage. Two
ays of inducing carcinogenesis have been widely described:

hemically induced �using dimethyl benz�a�anthracene–
etradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate DMBA-TPA application�5

nd UV-induced6 carcinogenesis of mouse skin. However,
entland et al. showed that models to test chemoprevention
trategies must specifically consider cancer etiology in their
esign.7 The main etiological factor for SCC is UV solar �of-
en referred to as “actinic”� radiation.8 Therefore, we chose to
tudy skin neoplastic changes of UV-irradiated SKH1 �hair-
ess and albinos� mice throughout the entire carcinogenesis.

UV radiation is a complete carcinogen, i.e., it is respon-
ible for cancer induction, promotion, and progression. The
ypical UV-induced DNA damage is the generation of dimeric
hotoproducts between adjacent pyrimidine bases. Tumor
uppressor gene p53 is a common target of UV-induced mu-
ations. A proliferative advantage of p53 mutant keratinocytes
ver normal keratinocytes results in neoplastic
ransformation.9 DNA damage also arises spontaneously from
ndogenous chemicals produced during metabolism, oxidative
tress, and chronic inflammation.10 In preclinical studies, ex-
osure of murine skin to UV radiation for 30 weeks aimed to
rst induce an acute inflammation, followed by an unresolved
r “chronic” inflammation that resulted in continuous expo-
ure of tissue to activated immune cells. Such cells secrete
oluble mediators that result in excessive tissue remodeling,
oss of tissue architecture, and enhanced risk for development
f neoplastic tissue states.11 Most importantly, the recognition
hat a given tissue abnormality is associated with cancer de-
elopment does not necessarily imply that all cancers at that
ite will develop from such lesions. Indeed, validation of can-
er precursors as intermediate endpoints for cancer develop-
ent is challenging, since tissue sampling necessarily inter-

upts or alters the natural course of the neoplastic process. In
uch cases, spectroscopy also can be a useful tool of investi-
ation.

In the current study, autofluorescence �AF� spectroscopy
nd diffuse reflectance �DR� spectroscopy, alone and in com-
ination, were investigated as noninvasive techniques to dis-
riminate different stages of UV-irradiated mouse skin. The
iagnostic efficiency of each technique has been studied sepa-
ately on a wide variety of organs, but Chang et al.,12 Breslin
t al.,13 and Georgakoudi et al.14 showed that combining the
wo techniques in a “bimodal” approach improved the diag-
ostic accuracy of cervical, breast, and esophagus cancer, re-
pectively. To the best of our knowledge, only one study has
een published on both spectroscopic and histological evalu-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
ations of mouse skin carcinogenesis; the main result of this
study was that AF spectroscopy using several excitation
wavelengths discriminated early stages of chemically induced
SCC with improved classification accuracy compared to
single-wavelength excitation.

The aim of our study was twofold: �1� establish histopatho-
logical criteria to classify different stages of UV-irradiated
murine skin: compensatory, atypical, and dysplastic hyperpla-
sia; and �2� compare the accuracy �sensitivity and specificity�
of monoexcitation AF, multiexcitation AF, DR, and bimodal
spectroscopies in discriminating pairs of histological classes
thanks to a reduced set of selected spectral characteristics.

2 Materials and Methods
2.1 Tumor Model
This experiment was approved by the French Ethical Commi-
tee on Animal Experimentation. Twelve-week-old SKH1 fe-
male mice �Charles River Laboratories, France� were divided
into two groups. The first group included 8 sham-irradiated
mice �control group�, and the second group included 20 UV-
irradiated mice. UV irradiation was provided by a bank of
eight fluorescent tubes �TL/12, Philips, The Netherlands� set
into a UV research unit �Daavlin, Belgium� emitting mainly in
the UVB range �50% of the emission in the 290 to 320-nm
spectral range�. Mice were irradiated with a fluence of
3 mW /cm2, 23 cm away from the lamps, for 20 seconds
each time. The dose was controlled using an integrated dosim-
eter. The mice were kept in a small cage placed each time at
the same place underneath the UV research unit in order to
deliver as homogenous a dose as possible to all the mice.

Irradiation was performed once a week during the first
15 weeks, then twice a week during the last 15 weeks. Irra-
diation was always performed at least two days before spec-
troscopic measurements to avoid an acute reaction bias of
spectroscopic measurements. Ten mice were euthanized after
one month of irradiation and ten others after six months of
irradiation to sample acute and chronic UV-induced skin
modifications, respectively.

2.2 Experimental Protocol
The mice were anesthesized with a mix of ketamine
�110 mg /kg, Panpharma, France� and xylazine �11 mg /kg,
Rompun, Bayer, France� for a 75-minute immobilization.
They were placed on a 35 °C heated blanket underneath the
optical fiber probe that was fixed on a motorized stage to
control the probe’s angle �90 deg� and pressure repeatability
on the skin �Fig. 1�a��. The probe was put in gentle contact
with the skin. An experimental protocol was developed to
ensure that spectroscopic measurements and histological
evaluations were obtained from the same tissue site. Since
tattoo ink is a light absorber and the needles used to tattoo the
skin could modify the skin’s microscopic morphology, a plas-
tic pattern was used to localize the measurement sites. As
shown in Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, two rows of six holes each were
perforated into the pattern; then the pattern was adhered to
each mouse’s back to ensure that spectroscopic measurements
were performed every 5 mm in a row. Once spectroscopic
measurements were done, the beginning of each six-point row
was tattooed to mark the beginning of length measurements
on histological slides �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��. Within six hours of
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�2
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pectroscopic measurements, the mice were euthanized by
erforming cervical dislocation. Within 10 minutes of death,
he back skin was excised. To prevent the skin from shrinking,
ach piece of skin was held on a polystyrene lump with
eedles. The skin was further fixed in a formaldehyde solution
efore embedding in paraffin. Then 5-�m slices were stained
ith standard hematoxylin and eosin �H&E� for histological

lassification based on epidermis morphological features. Der-
al elastic fibers were also stained using Weigert specific

taining.

ig. 1 �a� An anesthesized mouse on the heated blanket during spec-
roscopic measurement. The optical fiber probe was put in gentle con-
act with the skin through a plastic pattern stuck on the mouse’s back
o localize spectroscopic evaluation spots. �b� Schematic of the plastic
attern dimensions and black ink tattoo used to localize each 6-spot
ow along the backbone. �c� Schematic showing the method used to
ocalize histological evaluation sites.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
2.3 Histological Classification
Hyperplasia is defined as an increase in the size of a tissue or
organ due to an increase in the number of cells. It may be
physiologic, compensatory, or pathologic.10 We performed a
two-step classification. The first step to discriminate a hyper-
plastic from a nonhyperplastic skin epidermis. To do so, we
needed to first determine a normal �N� epidermis thickness
range. Since skin does not display the same thickness on the
whole body surface, we determined a normal thickness range
for each spot number, i.e., for each anatomical location from a
mouse’s neck to tail along the backbone. The epidermis thick-
ness of spot #y �y=1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6� on UV-irradiated mice
was then compared to the epidermis thickness of the corre-
sponding spot #y on sham-irradiated mice, thus taking into
account physiological variations. Thickness measurements
were performed on 10�- to 100�-magnified images acquired
via a microscope �Axioskop, Zeiss, Germany� equipped with
a CCD camera �DXC-390P, Sony, Japan�. Image acquisition
software �Tribvn ICS, Tribvn, France� and data processing
software �Osiris, Digital Imaging Unit of the Geneva Hospi-
tal, Switzerland� were used. A Gaussian distribution of the
data set was checked, then the normal range was defined ac-
cording to what is commonly recommended for data having a
Gaussian distribution: mean�2�standard deviation �SD�.15

The epidermis of a specific spot was classified as hyperplastic
if its thickness was above the “mean+2�SD” cutoff value.

Since atypical and dysplastic hyperplasias �AH and D� are
true cancer precursors, whereas compensatory hyperplasia
�CH� is not,10 discriminating CH from AH and D is of utmost
medical value. That is why the second step of our classifica-
tion method aimed at classifying hyperplastic skin samples
into the CH, AH, and D histological classes. Atypia is defined
as an abnormal cellular proliferation in which there is a loss
of normal architecture and orientation.10 Histological features
of skin dysplasia are given by Kumar et al.:16 because skin
dysplasia is usually the result of chronic exposure to sunlight
and is associated with the buildup of excess keratin, these
lesions are called actinic keratoses. The dermis contains thick-
ened blue-gray elastic fibers �elastosis�, a probable result of
abnormal dermal elastic fiber synthesis by sun-damaged fibro-
blasts within the superficial dermis. The stratum corneum is
thickened and, unlike normal skin, nuclei in the cells are often
retained �a pattern called “parakeratosis”�. Table 1 displays
the morphological features on which we based our classifica-
tion of hyperplastic samples in one of the three classes. All the
criteria were evaluated by a pathologist. Three fields of view
�FOV� were examined from each sample. A sample was as-
signed to a class only if classifications of the three FOV were
consistent with one another. If they were not consistent, then
the sample was discarded from histological classification.

2.4 Spectroscopy and Statistical Analysis
Methods

Figure 2 shows the spectroscopy instrumentation developed to
acquire spatially colocalized AF and DR spectra. A fiber probe
made of 200-�m core diameter optical fibers was used. One
of these fibers was chosen as the excitation fiber and another
was chosen to collect AF and backscattered light at a 271-�m
collecting to excitation fiber separation �CEFS�. The spec-
trometer was an iHR320 spectrograph �Horiba Jobin Yvon,
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�3
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rance� including a back-illuminated CCD detector that could
ttain a spectral resolution better than 5 nm in the
50- to 800-nm spectral range.

Our goal was to construct a tunable multiexcitation source
ased on a short-arc 300 W xenon lamp, remotely software-
ontrolled. The source also needed to be capable of generating
djustable center wavelengths and bandwidths and of auto-
atically switching from one excitation wavelength to the

ther �for AF spectroscopy: seven excitation wavelengths at
60, 368, 390, 400, 410, 420, and 430 nm, with a full width at
alf maximum �FWHM� of 15 nm� and from one illumination
and to the other �for DR spectroscopy: 365 to 545, 450 to

able 1 Morphological features used to classify skin samples into the
e found to classify the sample into the corresponding histological cl
ere considered normal �N� and used as negative cortrols. Histologic

Normal �N�
Compensat

hyperplasia

Thickened epidermis �

Mitosis in upper layers �

Hyperkeratosis �

Nucleoted upper layers

Heterogenous chromatin

Cell layer disorganization

Parakeratosis

Dyskeratosis

Elastosis

ig. 2 Schematic diagram of the bimodal spectroscopy system used to
1: anticaloric filter; L1: convex lens; FL1 and FL2: high-pass and low
otorized micrometric translation stages.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
640, and 550 to 740 nm to cover the UV-visible range� in a
series of sequential steps. For this purpose, we used bandpass
linear filters �LVF series, Ocean Optics� composed of a long-
pass filter and a short-pass filter �respectively referred to as
FL1 and FL2 in Fig. 2�. Both filters were fixed on motorized
translation stages, and wavelength tuning was achieved by
sliding the filters with respect to each other using a program-
mable motorized micropositioning system. The motorized
stages slid on a 45-mm-long bench that limited their excur-
sion, resulting in a maximal transmitted bandwidth of
190 nm. The three illumination bands resulted from this me-
chanical limitation: 3�45 mm were needed to cover the UV-

different classes of hyperplasia �CH, AH, and D�. �: feature that must
additional features that may be found as well. Sham-irradiated mice

ures displayed by SCC were used as positive controls.

Atypical
hyperplasia �AH� Dysplasia �D�

Bowen’s
disease/SCC

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

� � �

� �

� �

� �

re mouse skin spectra in vivo using a short arc lamp �300-W xenon�.
nearly variable filters; Fexc: excitation optical fiber; M1, M2, and M3:
three
ass, �:
al feat

ory
�CH�
acqui
-pass li
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�4
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isible spectral range. The reflectance signal was extracted
rom the spectral ranges for which filter transmission was at
aximum, resulting in the following three partly overlapping

elected bands: 390 to 490 nm �illumination band #1�,
90 to 590 nm �illumination band #2�, and 590 to 720 nm
illumination band #3�. Then these three bands were simply
oncatenated. The DR signal in each band was obtained by
ividing the raw signal acquired in vivo on mouse skin by the
ignal acquired on a Lambertian surface �WS-1 diffuse reflec-
ion standard, Ocean Optics�. Such reference spectra were col-
ected every day before starting the experiment. This normal-
zation accounted for the nonuniform spectral response of the
cquisition system and for variations of the light-source inten-
ity over the 30-week period.

For AF spectroscopy, spectra were recorded as a whole
ver the entire acquisition spectral range. In order to reject
kin backscattered excitation light, three different long-pass
lters were used with the following cutoff wavelengths:
00 nm for 360- and 368-nm excitation wavelengths;
35 nm for 390- and 400-nm excitation wavelengths; and
55 nm for 410-; 420-, and 430-nm excitation wavelengths.
F spectra were corrected for the nonuniform spectral re-

ponse of the acquisition system using a radiometric calibra-
ion source �HL-2000, Ocean Optics�. A correction factor was
alculated by dividing the HL-2000 experimentally acquired
pectrum by the calibration spectrum, then used to correct
pectra measured on mouse skin. Variations of the light source
ntensity were taken into account by measuring excitation in-
ensity at the probe tip using a calibrated photodiode �818-UV,
ewport Research Corp.� prior to each experiment. Raw ac-
uired AF spectra were divided by the excitation light power.
luorescence data from a single measurement spot are repre-
ented as an excitation-emission matrix �EEM�. Columns of

Table 2 Spectral features �19 for AF and 4 for DR
of all spectra intensities in the ��i-�j� bandwidth.
the ��i-�j� bandwidth and the sum of intensitie
intensities at �m and �n. Slope is the slope betwe

Autofluorescence �AF�

�exc �nm� Total energy �

360 A410–700

368 A410–700

390 A460–700

400 A461–700

410 A460–700

420 A462.5–700

430 A476–700

Diffuse reflectance �DR� Total energ

A390–720
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
the matrix spectra correspond to emission spectra at each ex-
citation wavelength.

Our spectroscopic statistical analysis was a three-step pro-
cess: �1� spectral features extraction, �2� data reduction, and
�3� classification. As shown in Table 2, 19 spectral features
and 4 spectral features, respectively, were extracted from AF
and DR spectra that were acquired on each skin sample �re-
sulting in 23 spectral features when the two modalities were
combined for the bimodal approach�. The spectral parameters
were selected to be sensitive to the intensity and spectral
shape modifications induced by neoplastic transformation.
The total area under the spectrum between �i and � j �A�i-�j�
was related to the global backscattered intensity �DR� and
emission intensity �AF�. Area ratios were A�i-�j /A�j-�k. Slopes
were between �p and �q �S�p-�q�, and peak ratios �m and �n

�R�m/�n� were related to the spectral shape. For the case of
area ratios �A�i-�j /A�j-�k� extracted from AF emission inten-
sity spectra: �1� �i was chosen as the shortest wavelength
from which the emission signal recorded was considered to be
no longer affected by any residual backscattered excitation
light; �2� � j was the wavelength at which spectra from two
different histological classes “naturally” crossed when nor-
malized to unitary surface under the curve; and �3� �k was
chosen as the longest wavelength that still provided signifi-
cant AF signal from the fluorescence spectrum tail.

The large number of features was reduced by applying
principal component analysis �PCA�. This linear transforma-
tion technique employed for the dimensionality reduction of
the parameter space allowed us to represent most of the infor-
mation from the original data set in the first few uncorrelated
principal components �PCs�.17 When data reduction was done,
a k-nearest neighbor �k-NN� method was used to build the

for spectra classification. Total energy is the sum
atio is the ratio between the sum of intensities in
e ��j-�k� bandwidth. Peak ratio is the ratio of
intensities at �p and �q.

Area ratio Peak ratio

A410–459/A459–700

A410–470/A470–700

A460–545/A545–700 R740/634

A461–550/A550–700 R485/633.5

A460–542.5/A542.5–700 R492/633

A462.5–550/A550–700 R505/633

A476–585/A585–700 R507/633

Slope Peak ratio

S580–600 R423/577

S615–720
� used
Area r
s in th
en the

a.u.�

y
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lgorithm for classification of spectra in one of the following
lasses: N, CH, AH, and D. The k-NN method classifies an
nknown sample into the class that has the most similar or
nearest” sample points in the training set of data. Euclidean
istance was used to measure the distance between points. In
his case, we randomly chose 66% of spectra in each histo-
ogical class as the training set of data. Then any new sample
rom the validation data set was classified as N, CH, AH, or D
y comparing it with the standard models fore each of the
our classes.

The algorithm accuracy to classify samples was expressed
hrough two parameters: sensitivity �Se� and specificity �Sp�.
ensitivity was defined as the number of samples classified as
athological by statistical analysis divided by the number of
athological samples determined as such by histology. Speci-
city was defined as the number of samples classified as nor-
al by statistical analysis divided by the number of normal

amples determined as such by histology. When the two his-
ological classes to be discriminated were two pathological
lasses, the less advanced state in the carcinogenic process
as used as the “normal” sample. For instance, when dis-

riminating between AH and D, AH was chosen as “normal”
nd D as “pathological” in the definitions above. To obtain an
ptimal value of the �Se, Sp� couple, we studied the influence
f the number of neighbors �1�k�15� and of PCs on Se and
p for each modality �Table 3� when discriminating the six
airs of histological classes. Since the first few PCs usually
ccounted for most of the total variance of the original data
et, and the goal was to obtain optimum classification results
ith as few PCs as possible, the classification algorithm was
erformed using only 7 and 10 PCs for multiexcitation AF
nd bimodality, respectively, accounting for 99% of the vari-
nce of the original data set. In the case of monoexcitation AF
nd DR used alone, since at most four or fewer spectral fea-
ures were extracted, 100% of the PCs were used.

Results and Discussion
.1 Histology
ecause of inter-individual variable response to UV radiation,
e decided to classify skin samples exclusively according to
istological evaluation and not according to irradiation dose
r exposure duration. Figure 3 and Table 4 show the cutoff
alues �maximum normal epidermis thickness� used to define
yperplasia. Any UV-irradiated epidermis displaying a thick-
ess value above such “normal” thresholds was considered
yperplastic. A Student’s t-test was performed to compare
ean thickness values between anatomical spots #1 �mouse

ead, Fig. 4�a�� and #6 �mouse tail, Fig. 4�b�� and showed that

able 3 Number of PCs and nearest neighbors �k� tested for each of t
nd bimodality �DR+multiexcitation AF�.

Monoexcitation AF

M360, 368 nm 390, 400, 410, 420, 430 nm

PCs=1,2. PCs=1,2,3. P

k=1,2, . . .15. k=1,2, . . . ,15. k
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
the difference in mean epidermal thickness was significantly
different with a level of significance p=0.0006�0.05. This
emphasizes how important it is to base histological compari-
son of normal and irradiated skin on corresponding anatomi-
cal locations, especially in our case, where epidermis thick-
ness was one of the criteria used to define hyperplasia.

Each class of hyperplasia was characterized by qualitative
features relative to the epidermis and dermis observed in
stained histological sections. At the beginning of UV exposure
�the first three to six weeks of exposure�, skin displayed cell
proliferation that attempted to regenerate the tissue, leading to
a compensatory type of hyperplasia �CH�. A thickened epider-
mis as well as a thickened keratin layer �hyperkeratosis� could
be observed �Fig. 4�c��, but neither cytological �cell nuclei
and layer organization still look normal� nor structural �nor-
mal dermal elastic fibers� carcinogenic features were dis-
played �Fig. 5�a��. After six months of UV exposure, skin not
only became hyperplastic, but it also displayed cancerous
characteristics. We distinguished two types of cancerous char-
acteristics relative to nuclei and keratin maturation, respec-
tively. The first type �heterogenous chromatin, mitosis, cell
layer disorganization� were related to the AH class. The sec-
ond type �parakeratosis, Fig. 5�b�; dyskeratosis, Fig. 5�c�, and
elastosis, Fig. 5�d��, appearing in addition to nuclei modifica-
tions, were related to the D class. Using the classification
criteria defined in Table 1, the 224 mice skin samples were
classified as follows: 84 N, 47 CH, 37 AH, and 56 D.

We used SCC that developed on a few mice to check that
the sampling protocol allowed a precise match of spectro-
scopic measurements and histological evaluations. As shown
in Fig. 6, SCC appears as a macroscopic abnormal growth on

spectroscopic modalities: monoexcitation AF, multiexcitation AF, DR,

tation AF DR DR+multiexcitation AF

2. . . ,7. PCs=1,2,3,4. PCs=1,2. . . ,10.

. . . ,15. k=1,2, . . . ,15. k=1,2, . . . ,15.

Fig. 3 Histogram showing mean �n=160� normal epidermis thick-
nesses of sham-irradiated mice for the six anatomical spots. Error bars
represent ±1SD.
he four

ultiexci

Cs=1,

=1,2,
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�6
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ouse’s skin �Fig. 6�a�� on spot #5 of spectroscopic measure-
ent. The abnormal growth shown in Fig. 6�b� and further

dentified as a SCC by histology can also be located on spot
5 of the histological slide. Thus histological classification
as provided for each of the corresponding spot of spectro-

copic measurements.

.2 Spectroscopy and Statistical Analysis Results
igures 7�a�–7�d� show the EEMs �mean values� obtained for
ach histological class respectively: N, CH, AH, and D. Fig-
re 8 displays 410-nm monoexcitation AF �a� and DR �b�
ean spectra for each histological class. As expected, AF

mission spectra exhibit characteristic flavins and keratin
410-nm excitation, 510-nm emission� as well as porphyrins
410-nm excitation, double-peak emission at 633 and
72 nm�, while DR spectra exhibit characteristic hemoglobin
bsorption peaks �420, 542, and 577 nm�. It should be noted
hat such spectra are obtained for a 271-�m CEFS.

The aim of our spectroscopic classification was to deter-
ine Se and Sp for discrimination of the four histological

lasses using �1� monoexcitation AF spectroscopy alone based
n each of the seven excitation wavelengths, �2� multiexcita-

Table 4 Normal epidermis cutoff values �define
for each anatomical spot �spot #1 is toward the m
account for physiological variations of epidermis

Anatomical spot number 1

Mean epidermis
thickness+2SD ��m�

21

ig. 4 Representative microscopic images of H&E stained histological
ections of mouse skin. �a� Sham-irradiated spot #1 displays the epi-
ermis �delimited by the white arrow� and keratin on top of the epi-
ermis �black arrow�. �b� Sham-irradiated spot #6 displays basement
embrane �white arrow� and dermal collagen fibers �black arrow�.
he epidermis is significantly thickened compared to spot #1. �c� Spot
6 after 1 month of UV irradiation: SC: stratum corneum; G: granu-

ous layer; S: spinous layer; B: basal cell layer. The epidermis is sig-
ificantly thickened compared to sham-irradiated spot #6. Scale bar:
0 �m.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
tion AF spectroscopy based on a combination of the seven
excitation wavelengths, �3� DR spectroscopy alone, and �4� a
combination of DR and multiexcitation AF spectroscopies �bi-
modal spectroscopy�. We performed a pair-wise comparison:
normal versus each type of hyperplasia �N versus CH, N ver-
sus AH, and N versus D� and each type of hyperplasia versus

ean �n=160�+2 SD� used to define hyperplasia
neck and spot #6 is towards the mouse’s tail� to
ess along the backbone.

3 4 5 6

30 27 27 40

Fig. 5 Representative microscopic images of H&E �a, b, c� and
Weigert �d� stained histological sections of mouse skin after �a�
1 month of UV irradiation; and �b, c, d� after 6 months’ UV irradia-
tion. Images display the morphological epidermis and dermis features
used to classify skin samples in each of the three histological classes
�CH, AH, D�. �a� Compensatory hyperplastic epidermis featuring
thickened epidermis �above normal cutoff values�, hyperkeratosis
�white arrow�, normal keratin maturation �G, granulous layer�, orga-
nized cell layers, and chromatin confined within nuclei �black arrow�.
�b� Dysplastic epidermis featuring keratin dysmaturation �parakerato-
sis: white arrow, and no visible granulous layer�, cell layer disorgani-
zation, and heterogenous nuclei chromatin. �c� Dysplastic epidermis
featuring dyskeratosis �black circle�. �d� Dermis displaying elastosis
�black arrow: short and thick elastic fibers� and chronic inflammation
�circle: mast cell�. Scale bars: 10 �m �a, b, c� and 50 �m �d�.

Fig. 6 Matching of �a� anatomical spectroscopic measurement spots,
and �b� histological evaluation sites.
d as m
ouse’s
thickn

2

29
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ne another �CH versus AH, CH versus D, and AH versus D�.

.2.1 Monoexcitation AF spectroscopy
ocusing of AF spectroscopy, results concerning Se and Sp
re summarized in Figs. 9�a� and 9�b�, respectively. When

ig. 7 Mean EEMs from multiexcitation AF spectroscopy of �a� normal
ouse skin. Areas attributable to flavins and keratin �1� as well as po

ig. 8 Mean �a� AF spectra at 410-nm excitation, and �b� DR spectra
btained for each histological class �N, CH, AH, and D�.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
discriminating CH from each of the other three histological
classes �N, AH, and D�, the longer wavelengths �visible wave-
lengths, i.e., all wavelengths except for 360 and 368 nm�
reach higher sensitivity values than the shorter ones �360 and
368 nm�. Compensatory states are at low risk to evolve into
SCC; therefore, the use of visible wavelengths should help to
reduce the number of unnecessary procedures. Such visible
wavelengths achieve their lowest sensitivity level �around
50%� when discriminating between N and AH. It can be hy-
pothesized that the keratin layer plays an important role in AF
spectral discrimination. Indeed, N and AH are the only two
classes that usually display no abnormally thick keratin layer,
whereas CH may display hyperkeratosis and D often displays
parakeratosis. The keratinized layer absorbs and scatters the
excitation light, thus reducing its penetration into deeper lay-
ers. This effect can be seen in Fig. 8, where CH, characterized
by the thickest keratin layer �hyperkeratosis�, exhibits a much
lower average fluorescence intensity than all other classes.

Based on information from several studies that investi-
gated fluorescence of keratin and keratinizing layers from
various tissues,18–21 it is most likely that keratin fluorescence
is involved in our results concerning AF spectral discrimina-
tion. However, its precise role is difficult to determine, be-
cause the AF signal results from the overlap of various fluo-
rophores located at different depths. A tentative explanation
that accounts for the better sensitivity achieved using visible
rather than UV wavelengths �360 and 368 nm� when dis-
criminating CH from each of the other three histological
classes �N, AH, and D� would be as follows: the keratin layer
plays a shielding role, most pronounced in UV, reducing the
excitation of other fluorophores in the epidermis �NADH� and
dermis �collagen, elastin�, which are spectral markers of neo-
plastic transformation. Under UV excitation, the observed AF
signal is a mixture of NADH, collagen, and keratin emissions
with a high contribution of keratin possibly blurring the dif-
ferences in spectral signatures due to other fluorophores.

mpensatory hyperplastic, �c� atypical hyperplastic, and �d� dysplastic
s �2� are circled.
, �b� co
rphyrin
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�8
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Using either monoexcitation or multiexcitation AF, a dras-
ic decrease in Sp can be observed in Fig. 9�b� when discrimi-
ating between AH and D compared to all other pair-wise
omparisons. Such a low Sp might be explained by the close
istological characteristics of these two classes �see Table 1�.

.2.2 Multiexcitation AF spectroscopy
s shown in Fig. 9�a�, multiexcitation AF always provides
igher Se compared to any single excitation wavelength, re-
ulting in an average 6 percentage points increased Se over all
airs of histological classes. Conversely, Sp �Fig. 9�b�� is not
mproved by multiexcitation �except for CH versus AH: +2
ercentage points�: Sp remains higher than 92% when dis-
riminating between normal skin and the three types of hy-
erplasia �CH, AH, and D� but drastically decreases when

ig. 9 Average �a� Se and �b� Sp achieved by monoexcitation �for eac
or the discrimination of the six pairs of histological classes.

Fig. 10 Average Se and Sp achieved
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-
discriminating the three types of hyperplasia from one another
�82%, 76%, and 41%, respectively, for each pair of histologi-
cal classes�.

3.2.3 DR spectroscopy
As shown in Fig. 10, DR spectroscopy is somewhat more
sensitive �+5.6 percentage points� when discriminating the
three types of hyperplastic tissues from one another �75.3%
average sensitivity over the three pairs of histological classes:
CH versus AH, CH versus D, and AH versus D� than when
discriminating normal skin from any type of hyperplasia
�69.7% over the three pairs of histological classes: N versus
CH, AH, and D, respectively�. Due mainly to the low Sp
achieved when discriminating AH from D �46%�, a drastic fall
of Sp �−24 percentage points� is observed when discriminat-

e seven excitation wavelengths� and multiexcitation AF spectroscopy

for each pair of histological classes.
h of th
by DR
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�9
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ng the three types of hyperplasia from one another �average
p of 66% over the three pairs of histological classes�. Indeed,

he Sp achieved when discriminating normal tissue from each
ype of hyperplasia is as high as 90% �average Sp over the
hree histological classes�.

.2.4 Multiexcitation AF, DR, and bimodality
comparative analysis between the diagnostic performances

f multiexcitation AF alone, DR alone, and bimodal spec-
roscopies can be seen in Fig. 11. If we were to select only
ne modality on the basis of sensitivity results, multiexcita-
ion AF would be selected. Indeed, on average, over the six
airs of histological classes to discriminate, multiexcitation
F was the most sensitive modality with an average sensitiv-

ty of 82%, which is +1 and +10 percentage points compared
o bimodality and DR used alone, respectively. Bimodality is

ost interesting when considering Sp. It is either as specific
r more specific than multiexcitation AF and DR used alone
ver all pairs of histological classes �except for N versus AH:
4% and 93% for multiexcitation AF and bimodality, respec-
ively�. Even though Sp remains low, bimodality slightly im-
roves Sp �+4 percentage points� when discriminating the
hree types of hyperplasia from one another, and achieves a
1% Sp compared to 66% for both multiexcitation AF and DR
sed alone �average over the three pairs of histological
lasses�.

ig. 11 Average �a� Se and �b� Sp of multiexcitation AF �white�, D
iscriminating each pair of histological classes.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-1
To evaluate the global diagnostic performance and taking
into account both Se and Sp as a function of the numbers of k
and PCs, we used a receiver operating characteristic �ROC�

Fig. 12 ROC plot showing how the optimum classification accuracy
couple �Se and Sp� is determined for each spectroscopic modality:
blue data cluster, AF; pink, DR; and red, bimodality �DR+AF�. The
current plot illustrates the determination of the optimum �Se, Sp�
couple for the discrimination of N and AH using DR; the data point
that is the farthest away at distance d is kept as the optimum classifi-
cation result.

�, and bimodal spectroscopy �multiexcitation AF+DR: dash� when
R �grey
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�0
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epresentation.22 We evaluated the best combination of Se and
p corresponding to the data point that was the furthest away
rom the median line, as shown with distance d in Fig. 12.
igures 13 and 14 display ROC representations for each of the
our spectroscopic modalities �corresponding to each row of
igs. 13 and 14� and for each pair of histological classes

ig. 13 ROC curves for the discrimination between N mouse skin an
onoexcitation AF spectroscopy with the optimum �Se, Sp� couple d
ink, 390 nm; green, 400 nm; light blue, 410 nm; yellow, 420 nm; an
he best five classification performances displayed with correspondin
lue�. Third row �g, h, and i� shows DR with the same color coding
DR, with the same color coding as above. In �1�, the points are ver
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-1
�corresponding to each column of Figs. 13 and 14�. For every
case, all the combinations of numbers of PCs and nearest
neighbors were tested to determine which ones achieved the
best diagnostic accuracy, i.e., the optimum �Se, Sp� couple.
The best five performances are indicated for each pair-wise
analysis in Figs. 13 and 14.

hree types of hyperplasia �CH, AH, D�. First row �a, b, and c� shows
d for each excitation wavelength �red, 360 nm; dark blue, 368 nm;
ge, 430 nm�. Second row �d, e, and f� shows multiexcitation AF with
bers of neighbors �k� and PCs �dark blue, red, pink, green, and light
e. Fourth row �j, k, and l� shows bimodality, i.e., multiexcitation AF
and nearly superposed.
d the t
isplaye
d oran
g num
as abov
y close
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Our results are consistent with those reported by Diagar-
djane et al. in a study that characterized early neoplastic
hanges in a DMBA/TPA-induced mouse skin tumor model.5

hey used multiexcitation AF in conjunction with a
ultivariate statistical method. Out of the 19 excitation

ig. 14 ROC curves for the discrimination between the three types o
onoexcitation AF spectroscopy with the optimum �Se, Sp� couple d
ink, 390 nm; green, 400 nm; light blue, 410 nm; yellow, 420 nm; an
he best five classification performances displayed with correspondin
lue�. Third row �g, h, and i� shows DR with the same color coding
DR with the same color coding as above.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-1
wavelengths �ranging from 280 to 460 nm� used by the au-
thors, the best classification accuracy was obtained for 280
and 410 nm �74.3% and 73.1%, respectively�. We did not
test wavelengths as short as 280 nm because their use

rplasia from one another �CH, AH, D�. First row �a, b, and c� shows
d for each excitation wavelength �red, 360 nm; dark blue, 368 nm;
ge, 430 nm�. Second row �d, e, and f� shows multiexcitation AF with
bers of neighbors �k� and PCs �dark blue, red, pink, green, and light
e. Fourth row �j, k, and l� shows bimodality, i.e., multiexcitation AF
f hype
isplaye
d oran
g num
as abov
January/February 2009 � Vol. 14�1�2
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ight be questionable in a clinical trial due to the risk of
enetic mutations. But in the spectral range �360 to 430 nm�
sed by both our teams, Diagaradjane et al. also reported that
isible wavelengths �410 nm� achieved better classification
ccuracy than shorter ones �e.g., 360 nm: 63.9% accuracy�.5

hen comparing AF spectroscopy’s classification ability us-
ng either one excitation wavelength or a combination of the
ve most discriminating excitation wavelengths �out of the 19

hey tested�, they showed that statistical analysis of the com-
ination wavelengths resulted in an 11.6% increase in the
verall classification accuracy when compared to the highest
lassification accuracy obtained with single-wavelength
nalysis. On UV-irradiated mouse skin, our results showed an
verage 9.3 percentage points increased sensitivity when con-
idering the discrimination of normal skin from each of the
hree classes of UV-irradiated skin.

Chang et al. evaluated the diagnostic potential of multiex-
itation AF alone, DR alone, and bimodality to discriminate
uman �columnar and squamous� normal cervical tissue from
ifferent types of precancerous tissues.12 Their algorithms
ere tested to discriminate pairs of histological classes as
ell: normal �columnar or squamous� versus low-or high-
rade intraepithelial lesions �columnar or squamous�. They
howed that fluorescence alone gave a superior performance
ompared to reflectance alone, and that the combination of
eflectance spectra and fluorescence spectra provided a mod-
st improvement in diagnostic performance. Similarly, in our
ase we showed that multiexcitation AF yielded higher Se
han DR and that Sp was only slightly improved by bimodal-
ty compared to multiexcitation AF or DR used alone when
iscriminating the different types of hyperplasia from one an-
ther. This is precisely the use for which bimodality is of
articular value: increasing the diagnostic Sp when discrimi-
ating benign �i.e., CH� from precancerous stages �i.e., AH
nd D� would be of great medical interest to reduce unneces-
ary biopsies.

Conclusion
o our knowledge, the current study is the first one to show
imodal spectroscopic evaluation of different stages of UV-
rradiated mouse skin. We used an animal model to study
hanges in tissue throughout the carcinogenesis sequence be-
ause such information is not available with human patients.
ased on epidermis and dermis morphological characteristics,
classification of UV-irradiated mouse skin stages was per-

ormed. With this classification, compensatory hyperplastic
CH� states were distinguished from atypical hyperplastic and
ysplastic ones �AH and D�. The former types are considered
o be benign and the second types to be precancerous. Our
esults showed that visible wavelengths tended to achieve bet-
er classification performance than the shorter ones �360 and
68 nm� in discriminating benign from precancerous skin
amples. These are encouraging results for clinical application
ince such visible wavelengths are harmless. Combining sev-
ral excitation wavelengths improved diagnostic sensitivity
nd combining modalities �DR and multiexcitation AF� im-
roved diagnostic specificity, especially when discriminating
he three types of hyperplasia from one another. These results
uggest that bimodal spectroscopy could be an accurate tech-
ique to discriminate normal and benign states �H and CH�
ournal of Biomedical Optics 014011-1
from precancerous ones �AH and D�. We believe the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of the method could be improved using
several collection optical fibers instead of a single one. In-
deed, combining information from a number of points located
at variable distances from the excitation optical fiber will
probe the tissue at several depths,23 resulting in a potentially
better discrimination between the different histological
classes. This work is still in progress: data from collection
fibers set at 536 and 834 �m from the excitation fiber are
being combined with those collected at 271 �m �presented in
the current paper� to investigate whether this combination im-
proves the classification accuracy. To confirm the diagnostic
potential of the method, a further step will be needed to assess
it in a clinical trial.
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